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The new polygonal modeling tool in Lumion 11 Pro supports the modeling of
any object that contains any polygonal geometry, including polylines,
polygonal meshes, points, curves, and splines. You can easily edit the

created mesh and transfer it to other applications such as 3D Studio Max,
Maya, Photoshop, and others. You can also open the exported mesh with
any cross-application transfer tool. The car crash simulation in Lumion 11

Pro is now much more flexible with the introduction of exclusive crash
simulations. With the exclusive crash simulation, you can now simulate

collision with walls, boulders, trees, poles, planks, trusses, wooden fencing,
and other crash vehicles in just a few clicks and create out-of-the-ordinary
effects and unique, horrifying interactions. In Lumion 11 Pro, we have also

made it possible for users to export in any VRay direction to enable external
developers to create multi-platform programs for users within their own

applications. Lumion 11 can now export in any of the commonly used VRay
file formats including, VRay objects, VRay scenes, VRay materials, VRay

samples, and VRay lights. Also included is support for multiple materials in
exported materials, further allowing for complex meshes to be created with
sub surfaces. In Lumion 11, the time and angle snapping feature has been
further refined with more functionality and improved usability. Luminous

Materials and Lamps on External Databases will support more surfaces than
with the previous releases, while visibility to the world has been improved
when the user rotates the view, which can both be achieved with the new

Full angle snapping.
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